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Discover everything you need to know about the game of craps to turn yourself from novice to

expert in a flash. This is the most comprehensive craps book ever written and the only book that

gives you everything you need to know to get a real edge at this popular casino game - including

the secrets behind the revolutionary 'Golden Touch' dice control technique. Beyond the physical

aspect of throwing dice, this indispensable volume will also teach you the mental side of the game,

helping you to develop the discipline needed to beat the house.Â "Frank Scoblete is an icon in this

industry. His expertise is without question and his gambling advice is solid, no-nonsense info."Â ...

Catherine Jaeger, Managing Editor, Midwest Gaming & Travel magazine"Frank Scoblete is an

expert when it comes to the do's and don'ts of casino games. He knows what he is talking about

and he explains it in a way everyone can understand."... Lori Beth Sussman, Editor, Jackpot

magazine"Best-selling author Frank Scoblete will tell you the games as they really are and how to

beat them.Â  His books will teach you without confusing you so that you have the confidence to take

on the casinos." ...Alan Reyes, publisher, Gaming South magazine
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For people who are looking for betting strategies, you will not find any in this book. The only strategy

they focus on is Pass/Don't Pass and Come/Don't Come bets with full odds. As every craps player

should know, Pass line with odds is the best bet, so there is nothing wrong with sitting with this

strategy.But that's as far as the book goes. The books logic on money management is really poor.

The author recommends using 1% of your bankroll. As he says, 1% of $30,000 is $300, which I'm

sure the majority of players have...or not. He does state that you should bet according to your



bankroll, which he is right, and leaves off from there. All other strategy and money management is

based on controlled dice, which he does mention that controlled dice throwers still have many losing

sessions. This is where the logic just seems to go awry.Realistically, how many people will ever be

with someone who can set the dice? And how many people will work at this method to control the

dice? I'm not stating its impossible, but in the book he rants repeatedly about random games, which

controlled dice throwers are still throwing random games and has no strategy for playing random

games and minimizing losses to keep you at the table. If your aggressive, then this won't bother

you.The author also makes a note about how people following trends are 'dopey'. Yet he, and other

authors, like to sell you this '5-count', which is exactly what people who look for trends do, wait for a

specific pattern. Its okay to use this so-called '5-count' to monitor how the dice are rolled, but other

people who do it are 'dopey'.

I purchased this book for the dice control information. I had already bought and read Sharpshooter's

Get The Edge At Craps, which is Scoblete approved. But, as some of Sharpshooter's book's

reviews said, there was very little in the way of real illustration. This book was supposed to have

many more actual pictures of finger placement and dice sets. And it does!As for craps information

and strategy, there is nothing new here. You can find this information in 50 other books, or by just

googling craps odds or craps strategies. I actually had one problem with something the author

declared, but as of this moment I have yet to do the math to prove or disprove his statement, so I

will not mention it here. Because of this general info, I reduced the review by one half a star. I felt it

was put in simply as filler. The entire book could have dealt with nothing but controlled shooting and

it would have been worth the money. Everything else he says is available quite literally

everywhere.Now that we've mentioned the crontrolled shooting, let's talk about it. I won't give away

any secrets - you have to buy the book for that. But I will tell you this. You have to believe in dice

control in order to read this without laughing. If you don't think the dice can be influenced by the

shooter, then this section of the book will seem laughable at best, insane at worst. It could come

across as the ravings of a lunatic ... or the sales pitch of a witchdoctor.Personally, I have discussed

this with people who have been at the craps table, whether playing or dealing, for a combined total

of over 100 years, and they ALL think dice control is nonsense.
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